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Python(Basics)

C++

MySQL

HTML

JavaScript

VIRTUAL VOICE ASSISTANT (Python)

Gained experience in using libraries for speech recognition, which allow the
virtual assistant to understand and interpret user commands accurately.

Developed a cutting-edge virtual Voice assistant using Python.

Used text-to-speech libraries to convert the assistant's responses into audio
format.
Supported tasks : Alarms, greetings, playing online and downloaded music,
opening websites, information from wikipedia, time.

Github  : https://github.com/preranababar9/desktop-virtual-voice-assistant

PORTFOLIO WEBSITE (Html, css, Javascript)

Github :  https://github.com/preranababar9/personal-portfolio-website
Live Demo :  https://preranababar.netlify.app/

Builded and deployed my portfolio website using three powerful trio Html, CSS
and Javascript, with smooth and responsive navigation througout the porfolio.
Created detailed section about me, range of my projects with proper
desciptions, skills and added seamless animation.
Integrated social media profiles and contact form for visitors to connect
with me on various platforms, expanding professional networks.

AMAZON CLONE (Html, css)
   Live Demo :   https://amazonclone-preranab.netlify.app/

Github :   https://github.com/preranababar9/amazon-clone
Implemened a clone of amazon.com e-commerce website using Html and css,
highlighting that it aims to replicate the core features and user experience of
the original website.
Deisgned header (navigation bar) , main content section displaying various
products in a grid or list format including there images, names and see more
options and footer section with all the links.

Linkedln  | PorfolioGithub   |

Percentage : 91.60%

Percentage : 61.85%

 CGPA  (Upto 6 sems) : 9.03 / 10

Final Year Student

CSS

EDUCATION

Web Developer Intern | Octanet          July 2023 - Ongoing

Designing and developing landing page that
effectively drive user engagement and conversions.

Motivated technology enthusiast,
seeking a entry-level position to leverage
my technical skills, problem-solving
abilities, and strong work ethic.
Committed to continuous learning and
staying updated with emerging
technologies. Eager to contribute to a
dynamic team and drive innovation while
continuously enhancing my knowledge
and skills in this field.

Assisted in the development and implementation of front-
end functionalities using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript.
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